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There is no single point forecast because of the uncertainty wrought from multiple forces at play in
the overall economy and health care. As the next two decades roll on, the sustainability of the current system weakens. At some point near the intersection of the Geezer Glacier, cost, and poor quality, it will break down. Here are three scenarios for the long-term.
Universal Coverage: Tiers of Care A mindset shift occurs enough in the general public
and policy makers to finally tackle and put in place a basic floor of benefits for all
Americans. This was enabled by the premise that curative care has been oversold, thus
access to the full benefits of curative care is not as important as was once thought. There
is no ceiling, but inherent in this scenario is the right to trade up for services that those
with resources want to purchase. Private curative health care is information- and technology-intensive in upper tiers. Safety net changes less because of cost barriers.
Public-Private Partnerships Region-by-region leadership converges across the public private sector. Innovations are spawned through many experiments to improve access, control costs, assure high quality, and promote health. Consumers, business leaders,
providers, and policy makers go up the learning curve on the promises and pitfalls of
curative medicine. New models emerge regionally that are not overfocused on curative
care. Successful innovations are slowly adapted by others across the country.
Stormy Weather: Business As Usual Tinkering with the old system continues—no core
change yet despite the beginning impacts of the Geezer Glacier. Health care as we know
it has continued to be ground down and is still staggering along with more and messier
cost, quality, and access problems. Radical and default tiering of access and care occur:
25% are uninsured, millions more are underinsured.
Which scenario do we want? What is the gap between today and the desired choice? How do we
close the gap as quickly as possible? The ultimate result of the Badlands journey comes from the
choices we make about the future health care system we want and are willing to create.
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Deep into the Journey: Sprouting Seeds of Change
Radical change in health care by 2010 is a wild card—the revolution will come through evolution.
Change will be very uneven geographically and feel painfully slow. However, the Innovation Gap
will begin to close as the result of many small but potent experiments. It will accelerate as the
Geezer Glacier gets closer and health care providers and consumers become more networked.
The Trends Continue
•

Increasing costs: 15%–17% of GDP

•

Increased tiering: private sector and safety net diverge pathways as they have
periodically over the last 150 years

•

Increased chronic care: new care models emerge

•

Increased incentives for quality: pay for performance takes hold

•

Increased connectivity and use of information technology and information in
clinical care

•

Increased activist consumerism driven by cost shifting from employers and
increased savvy

•

Increased use of alternative therapies: consumer experimentation

•

Continued workforce shortages and issues

Navigating the Badlands:
Health Care’s Innovation Imperative
Health care, like all other economic and social
sectors, finds itself in the Badlands, the new
rugged landscape of a fast-growing global economy. Every industry sector has a unique experience of its entry into and journey through the
Badlands, but each shares the common and profound experience of a major restructuring as the
global networked economy replaces the old
industrial structure. Organizations as well as
most industries will be reinvented; many new
industries will come into existence.
The Badlands environment creates an innovation imperative for health care because it
changes the nature of the value of health care in
two ways: (1) by ending the assymetry of knowl-

edge between providers and consumers and (2)
by disaggregating and interconnecting the components of the existing system in new, more
democratic ways, all the while adding new components. In this annotated map of the Health
Care Badlands, we present a brief description of
the different elements in the landscape, the principles of navigation, and the organizational
pains that will be experienced as organizations
are driven to change or perish. This annotation
is not meant to be an exhaustive discussion of
this complex environment but a catalyst to new
and more radical strategic conversations about
the opportunities, threats, and strategic tradeoffs the Badlands presents to the health care
leaders.

Seeds of Change
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•

Beginning of physician-led advocacy for
new models: Mutinous Millennials and
Grey-Haired Revolutionaries

•

Diversity of leaders call for a big paradigm shift away from curative care

•

Boomers realize health depends on selfcare: begin to explode the myth of getting cured

•

Marketplace responds to huge need for
managing chronic care

•

Marketplace responds to activist consumers with new services and products
not tied to old system
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Navigating the Badlands: Big Global Picture
We have entered an exciting yet perilous new
phase of global transformation. Using a geographic metaphor, if the Great Plains represents the landscape of the past 50 years, the
coming decade will be as challenging and
inescapable as the Badlands of the Dakotas, an
environment in constant upheaval, plagued by
unpredictable weather patterns, and riddled
with inscrutable, constantly shifting terrain. In
a historical instant, a mere 30 years, a global
networked economy, fueled by instant access to
knowledge and vast interconnectivity between
and within organizations and individuals, is
restructuring how we produce goods and services; how we consume and trade; and how we
think and communicate.
The world has changed in the last 50 years as
much as if not more than any time in human
history. It will change as much in the next 25
years; we are 50 years into a 75-year historical
cycle of innovation, where the future will not
resemble the past. The continued surge in new
technologies and knowledge will drive another
two decades of societal, economic, political,
and personal transformation that will challenge
every assumption and strategy we currently
hold.
The architects of this expanding global economy that we call the Global Silicon Network
(GSN) are pragmatic business leaders. They
invest in whatever works wherever it is most
cost-effective and will create profits. Their
choices are creating an archipelago of interconnected wealthy, powerful cities and regions of
localities and people deemed valuable: those
that have the education and capacity to use
knowledge and create new value. The knowledge economy has a tendency toward polarization if left on its own, increasing the wealth gap
globally and locally.
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Healthcare’s Organizational Pains
Strategy Tragedy Presents with a startling feeling of failure and doubt, as carefully honed
strategies simply do not produce the desired health care results. Little focus is placed on
the looming threat that the business model is out-of-date.
Talent Tantrums Health care has lost its appeal to many key players as the problems
mount. Shortages and low morale sap energy and prevent high performance.
Recruitment and retention at all levels compromises the capability of large and small
organizations to provide high-quality care. The workforce continues to age with little
succession planning. The organization feels undesirable and unfit.
Alliance Angst There were a lot of arranged marriages in managed care that did not
work. There are few new partnership models, and most players are retreating back to
their silos. Everyone is worried about drinking at Dangerous Water Holes with both the
old and new predators. There is a pervasive sense of loss and very uncomfortable risk.
Complicated Consumers As consumers go up the learning curve on medical care, they
become more discerning and demanding. Add all this to an aging population and
increasing diversity, and providers are left feeling confused and discontented.
Payment Conundrum So many different insurance plans, co-pays, drug lists, preauthorization protocols, discounted fees, categorical funding, and fragmentation and fury do
not enhance the quality of care.
Technology Infrastructure Ills Lagging behind most industries, health care is finally bringing in more information technology, but health care is fragmented with multiple fiefdoms that have to agree to integrate systems and share data. Learning the new behaviors
associated with more “infomated”and interconnected health care is challenging.
Frustration and awkwardness set in.
Regulation Riddles Part of the gridlock and barrier to change lies in the Regulation
Riddles. As frustration with health care has increased, it has been politically attractive to
apply more regulation. On the other hand, when we set measures and standards, such as
for quality, we ignore them. Who does not feel discombobulated and dizzy?
Value Vexation The value of traditional health care is under siege as are our values about
health care access. We lack common values; thus it is hard to find solutions to an ailing
system.
The last tombstone is Mediocre Metamorphosis—no organization will survive that does not fundamentally change.
Partial responses are fatal. But it will happen in stages: New
organizations will be born of this environment.
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Surviving the Black Tornado
of Organizational Pains

The Global Networked Economy:
Implications for Health Care

Innovation has its organizational price, a price that in the past has often been perceived as too steep
to pay. Strategies and innovation usually fail because no one truly addresses how hard it is for
organizations to change. Change is hard; most organizations do not change unless doing “more of
the same” becomes too painful. This is especially true for health care, where the hierarchy of organizations and among providers is deeply embedded. Both big shifts in the environment and radical
innovations will force organizations to make major changes in order to make progress. Good leaders
will move quickly to make the necessary trade-offs, assessing that radical innovation is far less risky
the continuing on the same course.

Globalization affects all of us in a myriad of ways through the vast interconnectivity among individuals, organizations, and governments. The network is the new organizing principle and infrastructure of the economy and society. It is profoundly and fundamentally different from the hierarchical
principles and structures it replaces. Health care in America has a lot to learn from other industry
sectors and organizations that have gone through structural shifts due to the impact of technology
and instant access to information. Below is a selection of some of them.
•

The network, both technical and human, will disaggreate health care’s value and fundamentally reorganize how it is aggregated among providers, suppliers, employees,
and consumers. Health care has lagged in becoming “infomated,” but as information
and communication technologies diffuse through the system, it will be transformed
at its core.

•

There will be increased global competitive pressures on business in all sectors, accelerating the demise of the paternalistic provision of lifelong employment and health
care benefits. America’s expensive health care system negatively impacts business’s
bottom line. The current form of employer-based health insurance is unsustainable.

•

The global network makes information about health, therapies, and disease readily
available. This will increase informed exposure to new mindsets and alternatives to
prevention and treatment outside the current system, rapidly expanding the complementary and alternative sector of health care.

•

A large, global, health labor pool will form of highly skilled and less-skilled workers
and scientists; these people will flow to where they are needed.

•

There will be increased global sourcing by providers and consumers for drugs, medical devices, and services, increasing competition with U.S. providers and suppliers—
hopefully bringing down costs.

•

Bio-terrorism and and global epidemics, or the threat thereof, will raise the importance of and investment in public health.

•

Globalization will openly and explicitly compare the differences in global and
American health values, ultimately enabling America to confront and accept its true
health values and make tough choices about restructuring the system into tiers with a
universal coverage floor.

•

The inherent tendency of the knowledge-based economy to polarize rich and poor
will play out in health care.

The first two organizational pains, Leadership Insecurity and Competency Addiction, always occur at
the entry to the Badlands. The other pains hover over the Badlands like a black tornado: They can
touch down on your organization at any time, any place.
Organizational pains resemble chronic pains—they keep reoccurring until the organization is transformed with new vision and new strategies that “fit” the changed environment. Leaders have to be
masters at change, weaving together an adaptive, resilient set of strategies to keep innovation going.

The Badlands environment causes strategic
junctions for organizations—the point where
external driving forces cause
an organization to innovate or decay; the
choices and trade-offs you make to innovate
your way out cause pain.
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Entering the Badlands:
Leaving the Promised Land of Managed Care
Managed care, or more to the point, the recent
experiment with “managed cost,” is in disarray.
Its promises of transformational effects on the
health care system are gone. The miracle of
managed “care” never materialized and since the
late 1990s has been unraveling for many reasons,
from the demise of for-profit companies’ stock
to the failure of creating sustainable physicianpractice management groups to the
workarounds on cost controls.
Leaving behind the rubble of managed care,
Americans suddenly find themselves facing the
brutal fact that they have a failing health care

system with no clear vision of a better future. As
the promises of managed care fade for millions
of Americans, both consumers and providers,
one by one, day by day, experience the degradation of quality, access, and cost-effectiveness.
Looming ahead is the rugged landscape we call
the Badlands. As structural change drives
through all sectors in the economy, health care
will find itself struggling to find ways to sustain
itself in a very difficult economic environment.
To take advantage of the opportunities provided
by the knowledge economy,health care will have
to be radically innovated.

Health Care’s Climate for Innovation
The most likely near-term scenario—through 2010—is a continuing grinding down of the current
health care system. However, the future leaders of health care will not get stuck chipping away at
the Lost Range of Legacy Problems. Like Lewis and Clark, they will innovate continuously by the
choices they make as they chart their path through this rugged new territory.
Health Care Innovation Climate
Obstacles

Enablers of Innovation

Delivery systems silos

Information flow and information
technology that support creating and
sharing knowledge

Quality chasms

New diagnostic/treatment technologies

Escalating health care costs

Mutinous Millennials; Grey-Haired
Revolutionaries

Armies of uninsured

Re-examination of every premise—
including the value of curative care on
health outcomes

Visit-centric reimbursement and mindsets

Activist, sophisticated, connected health
consumers

Competency Addiction: curative care

Tipping point on cost and errors

Elite power brokers

Employers say no

Patchwork Policy

New payment experiments

Prospecting for Gold: Nuggets of Health Innovation
Given these conditions, what innovations in health care are possible?
This climate favors innovation taking place in the private sector on a
regional or local basis. Activist health consumers learn that investments
in health pay off and become more realistic about the relative value of
curative care. This ultimately opens the way for rationing curative care
and establishing a floor for universal health care. There will be many
competing needs for federal and state dollars to pay for homeland security and Social Security as the population ages. Public health dollars will
be eaten up in reimbursement for services for an aging population.
Innovation could take place in the public sector if courageous leadership
emerges that can convince the government to provide waivers for categorical programs and drop the focus on the “visit” so that new radical
models can be tried.
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Scan, Scout, Steer
the Journey of a Decade

Same Powerful Drivers:
New Rugged Landscape

Weather Forecast: General Socio-Economic
Environment—2003–2013

The Big Drivers Continue to Drive

What is the overall social and economic weather pattern likely to be in the U.S. in the next decade? What will be the general economic conditions—what demographic changes will
impact your journey? The landscape is rugged, filled with
opportunities that are hard to see and lots of threatening features: It is both a fertile and hostile environment—a crucible
for new bold leadership.

Cost Clouds This thickening cloud layer casts a long shadow over the system, a weather
system with no break.
Aging Population and Workforce By 2022, 20% of Americans will be over the age of 60, a
fact that will render the current system totally unsustainable—the question is, will we act
in time to avoid a very ugly situation? Many professions, such as nursing, have an average
age close to 50 and are not attracting sufficient new entrants—signaling a decade or
more of serious shortages.
Rising Costs Insurance premiums rise more than 11% annually. Drug prices continue to
rise: Costs are forecast to reach 17% of GDP by 2010. Out-of-pocket expenditures also
continue to rise.
New Technologies A continued stream of exciting new technologies of diagnosis, treatment, and cure will increase costs and contribute to tiering; belatedly, health care adopts
information technology (IT), and integrated customized information systems for business and clinical management diffuse through the system.
Demonization of Health Care Industry Widespread effects of industry demonization are
evident, particularly upon managed care and pharmaceuticals—negative media ruthlessly attacked managed care with both intended and unintended consequences—yet there is
no new model emerging.
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Challenges

Supports

Geezer Glacier: getting closer to meltdown

Mutinous Millennials: savvy, courageous
young leaders

Crumbling public infrastructure

New science and technology

National/state government deficits

Accessible ubiquitous information:
knowledge sharing and creation

Myopic complacency

Flexible business practices

Weak political systems

Growing regional economic power

Ethnic cultural divides

Diverse leaders: women, ethnicity, age

Volatile stock market

Growing social consciousness: ethics,
sustainability, environmentalism

Terrorism in many forms

Sophisticated consumers

Persistent unemployment

New financial markets

Growing wealth gaps

Global networks

Navigating the Badlands

Rising Consumerism Choice is thrust upon consumers through employers shifting costs
to consumers and disguising it as choice. More educated consumers respond by the
sophisticated use of health information to guide their choices, and more health care dollars are spent on alternative and complementary services.
Escalating Purchasing Options Tiers proliferate as consumers pay more out of pocket,
and the safety net fragments. Technology access, quality depth, personalization, and government budget woes drive more tiers. Mass customization fades as consumers get segmented in new ways. Overall fragmentation of care increases. Knowledge-navigation
skills and services are desperately needed for both providers and patients.
So where do we go from here? Is it a new game or are we once again lost in familiar
territory?

Health Care’s Innovation Imperative
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Stumbling Over the Cliff: Familiar Faultlines and Old Demons
Familiar Faultlines . . .
Vision-Value Gap Lack of common values; no consensus that health care is a
right and that there should be equity in
benefits for all; no consensus on whether
it should be a public or private system,
given the high level of distrust towards
government.
Continuity and Coordination Gap
Fragmentation continues to increase as
there is little incentive to providers and
payors to coordinate and collaborate.
Cost Cliffs After a brief respite from rising costs, health care costs along most
dimensions—from drugs to insurance
premiums—return to a steep climb.
Organizational Culture Falls Slow erosion
of old organizational structures and
behaviors long past their prime—they

support a failing system and do not create a climate for the innovation needed to
reinvent the system.
. . . and Old Demons
Vulnerable Populations Growing in numbers and kind, these include uninsured
workers, the drug-poor elderly, and
underinsured families.
Greedy Players There has always been
greed. What has changed with managed
care and the privatization of health care
is that profit-shifting went from the
providers to for-profit entities.
Unrealistic Consumers The “Helen Hunt
phenomenon” (from her character in the
movie As Good As It Gets): Passive consumers want everything at no cost to
them.

Seek Collisions: Cutting a Path through
the Lost Range of Legacy Problems
Across the Innovation Gap lies a very formidable mountain range built up with many sedimentary
layers of old problems. Like any mountain constructed with sedimentary layers enmeshed together
over time, it is almost impossible to truly break apart. Incremental innovation can erode the layers
superficially, as we have witnessed for years, but the true impact is small. Each silo in health care has
its own version of the following gridlocked problems that needs to be worked around and left
behind. Leaders and scouts must seek collisions with new people and ideas and cut a pathway
through the gridlock. They will push on to the more fertile valleys of the Badlands, where radical
innovations are ready to spring up and feed the future.
•

Territorialism

•

Redundant Programs

•

Fragmentation

•

Bureaucratic Scaling

•

Governance Gridlock

•

Patchwork Policy

•

Access Barriers

•

Lack of Accountability

•

Unaligned Incentives

The heart of the problem is the basic nature of
the system—the way insurance is paid and
the way doctors are paid. The system is fragmented, providers are paid on a piecework
basis, and there is no overall accountability.
Arnold Relman, MD
Editor-In-Chief,
New England Journal of Medicine
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Principles of Transformation
Scan, Scout, Steer Staying connected to the big economic
picture is not optional in health care. Scouts discover
new radical opportunities. Steerers navigate around not
only the external obstacles but also the internal resistance to change.
Act with Integrity The capacity to maintain coherence, connectedness, wholeness, and
vitality and to face the brutal facts of your condition under the pull of entropy, uncertainty, and disorder in health care are essential. Denial, shading the truth, or covering up
problems to avoid bruising egos becomes increasingly dangerous in the Badlands.
Seek Collisions Leaders and scouts need to pick routes that are unfamiliar to them in
order to encounter new ideas and new people. Health care is too siloed, with not enough
diversity to foster a true climate of innovation.
Rapid Learning Learn and listen to diverse voices and marry new ideas to creativity. You
cannot learn if you do not act. Health care can learn more outside the industry than
inside.
Radical Innovation Health care is broken. A new radically different model is needed, yet
there is little systemic capability, for innovation and failures at any experiments are not
tolerated. The dozing sacred cows in the Innovation Gap need to be put out to the far
pasture and the imagination of tomorrow’s leaders needs to be unleashed.

Unlike the technology industry’s shocking entry experience into the Badlands with dot.com busts
and falling stock prices, health care’s entry condition is characterized by feelings of depression and
fatigue caused by the slow grinding down of the system. Many of these Battle-Weary Elites are worn
out, with little enthusiasm to push for the huge changes that must be made.
The Entry Experience
Illusion of Escape As people look up at the craggy peaks and seemingly impenetrable ranges,
a common first strategy is to try to escape—but there is only the illusion of escape.
Pain #1—Leadership Insecurity: Inadequacy, Fear As leaders realize that the promised land of managed care has been left behind and the general economic landscape is extremely challenging, they
experience a deep sense of insecurity as to whether or not they can lead in this environment.

Pains: the often agonizing experience of organizations
driven to make strategic changes in response to the
rugged Badlands environment.

Rapid Decision Making Make decisions that accelerate actions and do not close options
early. Accept risks and expect failure. When you make a mistake, fix it fast and move on.

Pain #2—Competency Addiction: Euphoria, Smugness The mindless automatic application of
mindsets and behaviors even when they do not get the desired result. Memory substitutes for thinking. Health care is littered with silos of special interests and carved-up turf: Each one has its own set
of addictions. Those who follow their own tracks for too long will be left behind.

Disciplined Execution Become a master at the art of making trade-offs, of adapting decisions as you steer, and of fostering innovation through coaching people—the right people—to work only from their strengths.

Heretics Activists who say things you do not like to hear—there is a dearth of heretics left in
health care to lead the way. Find these heretics and follow them out of your competency
addiction.

Leverage Generations Leadership from all generations is needed in health care. Older
Battle-Weary Elites can become refreshed by partnering with younger people we call the
Mutinous Millennials. Design ways to have meaningful conversations and listen deeply—
the Millennials have a lot at stake and more to contribute.

Sage on a Stage: Old Voices, Old Passions Leaders, pundits, consultants, and gurus who
believe incremental innovation and piecemeal solutions will solve the problem.

Drink at Dangerous Water Holes
One strategy to cut a new path is to create a different
alliance web that includes friend and foe alike, people
you do not think have your best interest at heart. Old
borders have to be crossed, and you will need to learn to
drink at Dangerous Water Holes to make progress. Find
ways to collaborate and look over your shoulder at the
same time.
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Face the Brutal Facts:
Health Care—Lost in Familiar Territory
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Tombstones Unsustainable roles that do not fit the Badlands—those that persist in them will perish.
Battle-Weary Elites Many old leaders, heretics, and innovators are tired—their ideas are
old yet they still have power. They are well-meaning but not helpful. If they do not create
space for new people with new ideas to lead the revolution, they will eventually be marginalized.
Disconnecteds Belatedly, health care is slowly applying technology and looking to gain
benefits through both better access to and real time use of information. Those who
remain laggards in adopting these technologies will perish.
Solo Flyers You can get in alone but you cannot get out alone. The system of health care
cannot be reinvented by soloists—it needs collaboration across many old boundaries.
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Crossing the Innovation Gap through Last Chance Pass:
New Leadership—New Vision
As the heretics lead the way through Last
Chance Pass, they are undaunted by the craggy
peaks and difficult terrain ahead—they are committed to leading the revolution.
Innovation Gap Tinkering with a fragmented piece of this decaying system
gives the illusion of a fix. What ails the
health care system is deep and fundamental, but it continues to stagger along
with no clear consensus on how to
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improve it. Meanwhile costs go up, quality of care goes down, and the armies of
the uninsured grow. There is too much
money being made and too many sacred
cows—assumptions that prevent good
ideas and truly radical innovations from
taking hold. Pockets of innovation that
manage to beat their way to execution
seldom diffuse through the system.

New Leadership—New Vision The
courage to be different in a system that
beats back innovation is not for the
faint-of-heart. There is a dearth of leadership in health care that fits the emerging reality of the Badlands. New health
care leaders must take a hero’s journey,
one that leaves behind the old without
knowing what the new model will be.
They set off on a series of new adventures beyond an ordinary quest.

New leaders will realize that the structural shift
in the economy coupled with shifting demographics make the current system unsustainable.
They will innovate at the core of the system with
new business models, new care arrangements
not locked into the “visit” and medical model.
They will be visionary and pragmatic—facing
the brutal facts of America’s unique values about
health care. They will reinvent the system early
in the journey by applying the eight principles
of transformation.
Health Care’s Innovation Imperative
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